2021

Lettuce be frank.
2020 sucked.
It started like any other year, full of hope, promise,

I am grateful for the perspective it brought and
the lessons it taught.

and excitement for the year ahead. But 2020 was

I am grateful for our team. I’ve never met a harder

unlike any other year.

working or more resilient bunch of go-getters.

First there were devasting bushfires, then floods
and hail storms, then locusts, and before we could
catch our breath, along came the coronavirus.

I always knew they’d walk through fire to see
us succeed, I just never thought they’d actually
have to do it.

I am grateful we got through it.
Now, I’m grateful that 2020 is finally over,
and I’m stoked it’s 2021.
We have big plans for this year. BIG. Bigger than
we have ever dreamed before. We’ve got people
to meet, places to go, trade shows to do, and more
insanely great products to launch than ever

What a year.

I am grateful we could stay open. We were luckier

before. We are wiser, more prepared, and more

It’s hard to say anything about 2021 without

than most.

certain of our purpose than ever.

first talking about 2020, and doing so means

I am grateful for teachers. You guys really don’t

So here’s to 2021.

acknowledging it was crap. It was really bad
for some, and even worse for others. Even

get paid enough.

the people who say they had a great year,

I am grateful for all the people and businesses

had a crap year.

that helped us keep our wheels turning.

But as much as 2020 sucked, I find myself

I am grateful we could help other people and

strangely grateful for it.

businesses keep their wheels turning.
I am grateful that despite everything 2020
threw at us, we grew.

Lettuce make the most of it.

Alexander Gransbury
Founder & CEO
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The Story of Dreamfarm
Once upon a time in a land down under a twenty-

Together they worked to invent, design, create

two-year-old Lego-loving-MacGyver-wannabe

and make their ideas into the world’s best and most

named Alex, took his first invention, Grindenstèin,

useful things.

down to the local markets to seek his fortune.
As luck would have it, on that day the owner of
a nearby kitchenware store happened upon Alex
with his creation. ‘Hooray!’ the man exclaimed,
‘people have been asking me for something that
does just this, but alas, no one has ever made
one. I’d love to sell these in my store!’
It was on that day in 2003 that Dreamfarm, the
problem-solving company that grows ideas into
inventions, was born.

Like all great ideas do, Dreamfarm was growing.
Next to join the team was Cate, Alex’s never-couldkeep-a-secret sister, who would make it her mission in
life to make sure the whole world knew what they were
up to. A decade later, through blood, sweat, tears and
Cate singing from the rooftops about their great ideas,
Dreamfarm products could be found in thousands of
stores around the world.
These days, the team at Dreamfarm is bigger,
but they still do all of their inventing and design work

Three years of selling Grindenstèins by day, and

themselves in sunny Brisbane, Australia, and they

assembling them by night, would pass before

now have over three dozen original products to their

Alex had gathered enough pennies to launch

name. If you’re ever in town, you should pop in and say

Dreamfarm’s next big idea, Scizza, the pizza

‘G’day’. Cate would love to tell you all about their latest

scissors! One great idea had grown into two, and

creations, and while you’ll have to do a little searching

soon inventions three and four would follow. As if

for them, somewhere out the back among all the tools

by magic, Dreamfarm was now available in over

and prototypes, you’ll still find Alex and Phil in their

500 stores, all of them hungry to see what nifty

workshop, tinkering away on their never-ending search

new things Dreamfarm would dream up next.

for problems that need solving.

Meanwhile, on a cattle farm not so far away, Phil,
a clever curly-haired kid who never could sit still,
was finishing up design school and applied to join
Dreamfarm. Alex and Phil quickly discovered they
shared a rock-solid belief that great design must
solve a problem and to be the best, you must do
what has never been done before.
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Go to dreamfarm.com/about to
watch The Story of Dreamfarm.

Dreamfarm Award-Winning Design.

Tapi

Spindry

There’s something very different about Dreamfarm design. Our products have
a purpose. We create our products in-house, and our unique design process only
starts if there is a problem worth solving. We don’t do things by halves, and we
hold ourselves and our products to a standard like no other.
We only create products that satisfy The 3 Rules of Dreamfarm Design.

1

THE PRODUCT MUST SOLVE A PROBLEM.
We believe solving a problem gives a product its purpose,
and without a purpose, a product does not deserve to exist.

2 THE PRODUCT MUST BE ORIGINAL.
We believe the only way to be the best is to do something new.
We don’t copy, we break new ground.
3 THE PRODUCT MUST WORK THE BEST.
We believe a product’s usefulness is black and white. It either works

Chopula

the best or it doesn’t. Our design intent is for our products to be the
best and to be recognized as so.

Levoop

Levoons

Ortwo
Spina

Clongs

Orlid
Fledge
10

Garject

is a silicone teaspoon that measures, scrapes
a jar clean, and sits up off your bench.

Winner scrapes all.

Sit up and take notice.

So jar so good.

Hot to trot.

Scrape out every last bit
from your jar, container, or
bowl with the flat silicone
scraping tip and flexible
spoon sides.

Keep counters clean and
hygienic thanks to the unique
bend in Mini Supoon’s handle,
which sits its head up and off
your counter.

Mini Supoon is perfect for
jars, containers, serving
sauces, and condiments,
and of course it measures
an exact teaspoon.

Mini Supoon’s silicone head
is safe to use on non-stick
cookware and is heat
resistant to 260°C/500°F.

Dishwasher safe.
Premium-grade silicone
is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Length: 20.5cm / 8.1˝
Weight: 0.023kg / 0.05lb
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DFSU2744 Open Stock CDU

DFSU2768 Green

DFSU2737 Open Stock Jar

DFSU2775 Dreamfarm Blue

DFSU2713

DFSU8807 Classic Blue

Black

DFSU2720 Red

DFSU2805 Purple

DFSU2782 Orange

DFSU8814 White

DFSU2799 Yellow

DFSU8821

Grey

is a silicone spoon that scoops, measures, scrapes
the bowl clean, and sits up off your bench.

Scrapes a name for itself.

Features that measure up.

Better than the rest.

Turn up the heat.

Supoon has a reputation for
leaving nothing behind. Its
flat silicone scraping tip and
flexible squeegee sides scrape
out every last piece of food
from your pan or bowl.

Scrape, measure (15ml tbsp
& 5ml tsp), stir, mix, scoop,
and serve using the same
spoon – leaving you even
less to clean up.

Keep counters clean and
food hygienic thanks to
Supoon’s unique handle
design that always keeps
its head up.

Silicone spoon is safe to use
on non-stick cookware and
is heat resistant to 260°C/500°F.

Dishwasher safe.
Premium-grade silicone
is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Length: 27.9cm / 11˝
Weight: 0.068kg / 0.15lb
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DFSU2607 Open Stock CDU

DFSU2669 Green

DFSU2638 Open Stock Jar

DFSU2676 Dreamfarm Blue

DFSU2614

Black

DFSU8708 Classic Blue

DFSU2621

Red

DFSU2683 Purple

DFSU2645 Orange

DFSU8715

DFSU2652 Yellow

DFSU8722 Grey

White

is a spatula that is thin and flexible for flipping, as well
as strong and rigid for chopping, and sits up off your bench.

Flexy and you know it.

Get the upper handle.

Ahead of the curve.

Counter intelligence.

Chopula’s super flexible head
slides easily under food for
a clean lift and flip that keeps
even the most delicate food
in one piece.

Chopula’s unique head
shape is heat resistant
to 250°C /480°F and lets
you chop food in a hot pan
while keeping your hand
up and away from heat.

Chopula’s multi-curved head
design allows you to scrape
the corners of pans that
other spatulas can’t reach.

Keep counter tops clean and
hygienic thanks to the clever
bend in Chopula’s handle,
which keeps its head up
whenever you put it down.

Dishwasher safe.
Non-stick safe nylon is heat
resistant up to 250˚C / 480˚F.
Length: 29.5cm / 11.6”
Weight: 0.07kg / 0.16lb
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DFCU3703
DFCU3734
DFCU3710
DFCU3727
DFCU3741
DFCU3758
DFCU3765

Open Stock CDU
Open Stock Jar
Black
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

DFCU3772
DFCU8609
DFCU3789
DFCU8616
DFCU8623
DFCU3819

Dreamfarm Blue
Classic Blue
Purple
White
Grey
Stainless Steel

is a potato masher that presses flat to create smooth,
fluffy mash in seconds, and scrapes the pot clean.

Smooth mash in a flash.

Smooth operator.

Get a grip.

The one press express.

Smood effortlessly creates
smooth and fluffy mash in
seconds by trapping food
and forcing it through the
thin gaps between the
collapsing spring coils.

Smood’s unique spring
design eliminates jarring on
the wrist by absorbing the
downward force.

Multi-grip handle is
ergonomically designed
to be held in several
comfortable hand positions
for maximum efficiency.

Smood not only makes fluffy
mashed potato in seconds,
but is also perfect for mashing
bananas, pumpkin, sweet
potato, baby food, and great
for one press guacamole!

Dishwasher safe.

DFSM3017 Black

Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.

DFSM3024 Red

Length: 29cm / 11.4”
Weight: 0.22kg / 0.49lb
Diameter: 9cm / 3.5”
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is a potato masher that presses flat to create smooth,
fluffy mash in seconds, and scrapes the pot clean.

Smooth mash in a flash.

Smooth operator.

Get a grip.

The one press express.

Effortlessly creates smooth
and fluffy mash in seconds
by trapping food and forcing
it through the thin gaps
between the collapsing
nylon spring coils.

Smood Lite’s unique spring
design eliminates jarring on
the wrist by absorbing the
downward force.

Multi-grip handle is
ergonomically designed
to be held in several
comfortable hand positions
for maximum efficiency.

Smood Lite not only makes
fluffy mashed potato in seconds,
but is also perfect for mashing
bananas, pumpkin, sweet
potato, baby food, and great
for one press guacamole!

Dishwasher safe.

DFSM3109 Open Stock CDU

Non-stick safe nylon is heat resistant to 205°C / 400°F.

DFSM3116

Black

DFSM3123

Red

Length: 27cm / 10.6”
Weight: 0.072kg / 0.16lb
Diameter: 9.5cm / 3.7”
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are tongs that open or lock closed with the
click of a button, and sit up off your bench.

‘CLICK’ TO OPEN &
‘CLICK’ TO CLOSE

9˝
22.9cm

12˝
30.5cm

Click bait.

Always up for it.

Gift of the grab.

Bro, do you even lift?

The push of a button is all
it takes to open or lock
your Clongs. Just like the
mechanism in a retractable
pen, it only takes one hand.

The clever bend in Clongs’
handles keeps their tips up
when you put them down.
Counter tops stay clean,
and germs stay off your
Clongs and out of your food.

Clongs’ silicone tips are heat
resistant to 260°C / 500°F
and their waffle head design
makes them the ultimate
grabbing, lifting, and
serving tool.

Formed from heavy gauge
stainless steel in a C-channel
profile for superior strength and
precision, Clongs feel every bit
like an extension of your hands.

Dishwasher safe.

DFCL0917

Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.

DFCL0924 9” Red

9˝ Length: 22.9cm / 9˝ | Weight: 0.145kg / 0.32lb
12˝ Length: 30.5cm / 12˝ | Weight: 0.180kg / 0.40lb
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9” Black

DFCL1211

12” Black

DFCL1228

12” Red

are tongs that open or lock closed with the click of a button,
prick sausages, scrape, and sit up off your bench.

15˝
39.5cm

All In one.

Curves in all the right places.

Heavy duty.

Click-open, click-lock.

Perfect for the barbeque,
with a built-in sausage skin
cutter and tips cleverly
shaped to scrape and pick
up small pieces of food.

Unique bend in the handle
keeps the tips sitting up,
keeping your bench and
counter tops clean and
your BBQ Clongs hygienic.

Stainless steel arms are
extremely durable so you
can use your BBQ Clongs
for scraping, cleaning,
cooking, and serving.

Easily open and lock your
BBQ Clongs shut with one
hand thanks to the clever
click-lock button mechanism.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 39.5cm / 15˝
Weight: 0.184kg / 0.41lb
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DFCL1518

Black

is a spoon that turns into a ladle, measures, scrapes
the pot clean, and sits up off your bench.

The ultimate head turner.

No taste goes to waste.

Made to measure.

A clean break.

Spadle’s head twists to
transform it from a versatile
cooking spoon for shallow
pans into a serving ladle
perfect for deep pots.

Flexible silicone scraping
tip allows you to scrape
out every last piece of
food from your pan or pot.

Large ½ cup capacity head
is perfect for serving and
also features 100ml, ¼ cup,
teaspoon, and tablespoon
measurements.

Benches stay clean and food
hygienic thanks to the unique
bend in Spadle’s handle,
which sits its head up and
off your bench.

Dishwasher safe.
Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Length: 33.5cm / 13.2”
Width: 8cm / 3.1”
Weight: 0.13kg / 0.29lb
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DFSD4229 Red
DFSD4267 Green
DFSD4274 Dreamfarm Blue

is a slotted spoon that turns into a straining ladle
or pasta server, and sits up off your bench.

2 heads are better than 1.

Serving perfection.

One head, many faces.

Ahead of the curve.

Holey Spadle’s head twists
to transform it from a
versatile slotted spoon for
shallow pans into a straining
ladle or pasta server.

Holey Spadle’s straining
head was designed to scoop
up small foods such as peas
and corn and is perfect for
serving spaghetti and
noodles.

Nylon straining head is
safe to use on non-stick
cookware and heat resistant
to 205°C / 400°F, making it
great for shallow frying.

Benches stay clean and
food hygienic thanks to
the unique bend in Holey
Spadle’s handle, which
sits its head up and off
your bench.

Dishwasher safe.

DFSD4328 Red

Non-stick safe nylon is heat resistant up to 205°C / 400°F.

DFSD4366 Green

Length: 33.5cm / 13.2”
Width: 8cm / 3.1”
Weight: 0.12kg / 0.26lb
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DFSD4373 Dreamfarm Blue

NEW

is a balloon whisk that twists into a shallow sauce whisk or
completely flat for deglazing and tangle-free, compact storage.

TWIST TO
CONVERT

A whisk worth taking.

You can say flat again.

Clean in 2 seconds flat.

Good vibrations.

Flisk twists to create 3
whisks from one – a balloon
whisk for whipping, a sauce
whisk for shallow liquids, and
a flat whisk for deglazing.

Flisk folds completely flat
for space-saving storage
that won’t get tangled up
with other tools in your
utensil pot or drawer.

To clean, simply twist Flisk
into a flat whisk, scrape off
excess ingredients, and put
it in the dishwasher. No
disassembly, and done
in no time at all.

Flisk’s 10 wires are made from
high-vibration spring steel for
maximum aeration efficiency
and are hygienically sealed
within its ergonomic handle.

Dishwasher safe.

DFFK5714

Black

Length: 30.5cm / 12”

DFFK5721

Red

Width: 7cm / 2.8”
Weight: 0.11kg / 0.24lb
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TWIST TO
CONVERT

is an essential collection of our most loved kitchen tools, each specifically
designed to solve problems and do incredibly useful things.

Everyday essentials.

Gifting all wrapped up.

Set of the Best is a collection
of five award-winning tools,
each specifically designed to
solve problems and do new
and incredibly useful things.

Set of the Best is
beautifully boxed and
perfect for gifting. The set
represents great value and
is a fantastic way to start
your Dreamfarm collection.

1 X CHOPULA

1 X HOLEY SPADLE

1

X

SUPOON

1

X

MINI SUPOON

Dishwasher safe.

DFSB5325 Red

Includes Spadle, Holey Spadle,

DFSB5349 Party Mix Colours

Chopula, Supoon, and Mini Supoon.
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1 X SPADLE

is a garlic press that presses unpeeled garlic,
scrapes itself clean, and even ejects the peel.

Gimme some skin.

A clean sweep.

Pop goes the peel.

Designed to save your skin.

Garject is one powerful garlic
press. It easily and completely
presses multiple garlic cloves
at once, without needing to
peel them first.

Garject automatically
scrapes off any excess
garlic and cleans itself as
you open its handles.

Simply push the ‘peel eject’
button to shoot the peel into
the trash and Garject is
ready to go again.

Garject‘s clever design
ensures all of the pressed
garlic gets into your meal
and never on your fingers.

Dishwasher safe.

DFGA5516 Black

Length: 19.3cm / 7.6”

DFGA5523 Red

Weight: 0.36kg / 0.8lb
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is a garlic press that presses unpeeled garlic,
scrapes itself clean, and even ejects the peel.
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Gimme some skin.

A clean sweep.

Pop goes the peel.

Designed to save your skin.

Garject Lite is one powerful
garlic press. It easily and
completely presses multiple
garlic cloves at once, without
needing to peel them first.

Garject Lite automatically
scrapes off any excess
garlic and cleans itself
as you open its handles.

Simply push the ‘peel eject’
button to shoot the peel
into the trash and Garject
Lite is ready to go again.

Garject Lite‘s clever design
ensures all of the pressed
garlic gets into your meal
and never on your fingers.

Dishwasher safe.

DFGA5608 Open Stock CDU

Length: 19.7cm / 7.8”

DFGA5615 Black

Weight: 0.143kg / 0.32lb

DFGA5622 Red

is a pizza cutter that perfectly slices any pizza,
cuts safely on any surface, and serves.

Shear brilliance.

A cut above.

At your service.

Never a dull moment.

Scizza’s clever curved
blades slice from above to
keep your toppings in place
and your hands away from
your hot food.

Scizza’s unique spatula
shoe slides under your pizza,
protects your non-stick pans,
and is heat resistant to
205°C / 400°F.

Slice your pizza then
pinch and serve it too.
Have you ever seen a
pizza wheel do that?
We haven’t either.

Hardened German stainless
steel blades provide a sharp,
long lasting, and dishwasher
safe cutting edge.

Warm soapy hand wash recommended. Dishwasher safe.

DFSC2010 Black

Nylon is heat resistant up to 205°C / 400°F.

DFSC2027 Red

Length: 30cm / 11.8”
Height: 11.5cm / 4.5”
Weight: 0.22kg / 0.49lb
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is a spice mill that grinds one-handed
or two for extra speed and output.

Put your hands together.

A mill for all seasons.

Done but never dusted.

Easy fill, all spice mill.

Ortwo’s handles not only
squeeze together for easy
one-handed operation, but
also open apart for increased
output when operated with
two hands.

Ultra-sharp custom ceramic
mechanism will never rust, and
is fully adjustable with 6 grind
settings from super-fine to
coarse, and can be used for
grinding all types of spices.

Ortwo rests on your table
or worktop without making
a mess thanks to its angled
cylinder design and innovative
crumb-catching lip.

Clear glass spice jar makes
it easy to see how much is left,
has been tempered for strength,
and sits flat for easy refilling into
its wide-mouth opening.

Wooden handles not suitable for dishwasher.
Wipe clean only. Glass spice jar dishwasher safe.

DFOR7114

Ortwo

Length: 14.3cm / 5.6”

DFOR7121

Ortwo + one extra jar

Width: 6.8cm / 2.7”

DFOR7107 Ortwo Tester Display Unit

Weight: 0.268kg / 0.6lb
Jar Capacity: 60ml / 2 fl. oz.
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DFOR7190 Ortwo Jar (Glass)

is a spice mill that grinds one-handed
or two for extra speed and output.

Put your hands together.

A mill for all seasons.

Done but never dusted.

Easy fill, all spice mill.

Ortwo Lite’s handles not only
squeeze together for easy
one-handed operation, but
also open apart for increased
output when operated with
two hands.

Ultra-sharp custom ceramic
mechanism will never rust, is
fully adjustable with 6 grind
settings from super-fine to
coarse, and can be used for
grinding all types of spices.

Ortwo Lite rests on your table
or worktop without making
a mess thanks to its angled
cylinder design and innovative
crumb-catching lip.

BPA-free clear spice jar
makes it easy to see how
much is left, and sits flat
for easy refilling into its
wide-mouth opening.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 14.3cm / 5.6”
Width: 6.8cm / 2.7”
Weight: 0.148kg / 0.33lb
Jar Capacity: 60ml / 2 fl. oz.
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DFOR7213

Ortwo Lite

DFOR7220 Ortwo Lite + one extra jar
DFOR7206 Ortwo Lite Tester Display Unit
DFOR7299 Ortwo Lite Jar (Plastic)

NEW

is a stackable glass spice jar with a double lid
that flips open to shake or scoop.

Prepare to meet your shaker.

Double or nothing.

Orlid flips open to an
Orlid’s double-action lid
adjustable shaker for sprinkling, is opened with the simple
or fully open for scooping,
push of a button.
pouring and easy refilling.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 7.3cm / 2.9”
Diameter: 6.0cm / 2.4”
Weight: 0.078kg / 0.17lb
Jar Capacity: 60ml / 2 fl. oz
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shake

Stacked in your flavour.

The spice is right.

Orlid nests in stacks for
secure moving, space-saving
storage, and easy viewing.

Orlid’s borosilicate glass
jar is compatible with the
award-winning Ortwo and
Ortwo Lite spice mills.

DFOL7053 Orlid

scoop

stack

NEW

is a stackable BPA-free plastic spice jar with a double
lid that flips open to shake or scoop.

Prepare to meet your shaker.

Double or nothing.

Orlid flips open to an
Orlid’s double-action lid
adjustable shaker for sprinkling, is opened with the simple
or fully open for scooping,
push of a button.
pouring and easy refilling.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 7.3cm / 2.9”
Diameter: 6.0cm / 2.4”
Weight: 0.053kg / 0.12lb
Jar Capacity: 60ml / 2 fl. oz
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shake

Stacked in your flavour.

The spice is right.

Orlid nests in stacks for
secure moving, space-saving
storage, and easy viewing.

Orlid Lite’s BPA-free plastic
jar is compatible with the
award-winning Ortwo and
Ortwo Lite spice mills.

DFOL7077 Orlid Lite

scoop

stack

NEW

is a non-stick cheese knife that cuts, spreads,
and forks to serve your nibbles.

Never a sticky situation.

Forking billiant.

All spread and done.

It don’t get cheddar than this.

Knibble’s unique barbed
blade creates air pockets
to stop cheese from sticking.

Stainless steel forks are
perfect for serving and
don’t extend beyond the
profile of the blade for safety.

Rounded top edge of blade
spreads without tearing up
bread and scrapes every last
bit from plastic containers
without scratching them.

Durable forks and plastic blade
stay sharp and will never rust.

Wooden handle not suitable for dishwasher. Hand wash only.

DFKB5189

Open Stock CDU

Length: 23.3cm / 9.17”

DFKB5196

Beechwood

Width: 4cm / 1.57”
Weight: 0.034kg / 0.07lb
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NEW

is a non-stick cheese knife that cuts, spreads,
and forks to serve your nibbles.
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Never a sticky situation.

Forking billiant.

All spread and done.

It don’t get cheddar than this.

Knibble Lite’s unique barbed
blade creates air pockets to
stop cheese from sticking.

Stainless steel forks are
perfect for serving and don’t
extend beyond the profile of
the blade for safety.

Rounded top edge of blade
spreads without tearing up
bread and scrapes every last
bit from plastic containers
without scratching them.

Durable forks and plastic blade
stay sharp and will never rust.

Dishwasher safe.

DFKB5202 Open Stock CDU

Height: 23.3cm / 9.17”

DFKB5219

Width: 4cm / 1.57”

DFKB5226 Red

Weight: 0.03kg / 0.07lb

DFKB5233 Yellow

Black

are measuring spoons that squeeze to
scrape a level and accurate measure.

Scrapers gonna scrape.

Oh, snap!

Now, see here.

We speak your language.

Levoons’ handles squeeze
together to scrape off excess
ingredients giving a level and
accurate measure.

Levoons snap together for
space-saving nested storage,
fan out for quick selection,
and easily pull apart for
individual use.

Bold markings on
transparent spoons make
reading measurements easy,
no matter what ingredient
you’re measuring.

Measurements are shown
in tablespoon and teaspoon
portions as well as millilitres
for easy reference.

Dishwasher safe.
Set of 4 includes: 1 tbsp (15ml),
1 tsp (5ml), ½ tsp (2.5ml) and
¼ tsp (1.25ml).
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DFLV2225

Clear / Red

are measuring cups that squeeze to scrape
a level and accurate measure.

Measure up, level off.

Nest together in a snap.

Clarity that speaks volumes.

Made to measure.

Levups’ handles squeeze
together to scrape off excess
ingredients giving a level and
accurate measure.

Levups snap together for
space-saving nested storage,
fan out for quick selection,
and easily pull apart for
individual use.

Bold markings on
transparent cups make
reading measurements easy
no matter what ingredient
you are measuring.

All measurements are shown
incrementally in metric cups,
fluid ounces, and millilitres
for easy reference and
conversion.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 17.5cm / 6.9”
Width: 9.5cm / 3.7”
Weight: 0.128kg / 0.28lb
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DFLV2430 Clear / Red

NEW

is a straining colander that turns into an in-sink salad spinner
with a collapsible handle for space-saving storage.

Spinner takes all.

A real curve wall.

Let it all sink in.

Pump the brakes.

Spina is a salad spinner,
colander, and strainer in one,
perfect for spin-drying salads,
vegetables, berries, grapes,
pasta, and more.

Large capacity (12 cup /
3 quart) basket has overhang
sides to keep food in and
stop it from spinning out.

Spina’s non-slip foot pivots
for secure, high RPM
spinning for fast drying in
your sink.

Handle pushes down for
‘quick stop’ brake and tucks
in for space-saving storage.

Dishwasher safe.
Height: 30cm / 11.8”
Diameter: 22cm / 8.7”
Weight: 0.27kg / 0.6lb
Capacity: 12 cup / 3 quart
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DFSP3307 White / Green

is a double-sided, non-slip cutting board with flip up edges
that catch drips and crumbs, and turn it into a tray.

Catch it on the flip side.

Get into the groove.

Fully fledged.

Double-edged board.

Fledge has flexible edges
that flip up to turn it into
a tray and stop food falling
off the sides, which makes
it perfect for transporting
food or serving.

Fledge’s carving side has
a generous juice groove for
catching drips when cutting
meat and other juicy foods.

Fledge was designed to be
your everyday board. It has
food-gripping, knife-friendly
patterns on both sides, and
won’t warp in the dishwasher.

Fledge features non-slip
rubber feet on both sides
to keep it secure and give
you control while you cut.

Dishwasher safe.

DFFL4601

Fledge
Length: 25cm / 10” | Width: 18cm / 7” | Weight: 0.48kg / 1.06lb

DFFL4700 Big Fledge

Big Fledge
Length: 36cm / 14” | Width: 25cm / 10” | Weight: 0.95kg / 2.09lb
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Fledge

NEW

is a Fledge and Big Fledge in a slimline stand that has a reusable
sticky-pad base so it can’t be knocked over.

Catch it on the flip side.

Get into the groove.

Fully fledged.

Double-edged board.

Fledge has flexible edges
that flip up to turn it into
a tray and stop food falling
off the sides, which makes
it perfect for transporting
food or serving.

Fledge’s carving side has
a generous juice groove for
catching drips when cutting
meat and other juicy foods.

Fledge was designed to be
your everyday board. It has
food-gripping, knife-friendly
patterns on both sides, and
won’t warp in the dishwasher.

Fledge features non-slip
rubber feet on both sides
to keep it secure and give
you control while you cut.

Dishwasher safe.
Fledge
Length: 25cm / 10” | Width: 18cm / 7” | Weight: 0.48kg / 1.06lb
Big Fledge
Length: 36cm / 14” | Width: 25cm / 10” | Weight: 0.95kg / 2.09lb
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DFFL4670 Set of Fledge

is a double-sided, non-slip bamboo cutting board with flip up edges
that catch drips and crumbs, and turn it into a tray.

Catch it on the flip side.

Get into the groove.

Fully fledged.

Double-edged board.

Fledge Bamboo has flexible
edges that flip up to turn it
into a tray and stop food
falling off the sides, which
makes it perfect for
transporting food or serving.

Fledge Bamboo’s carving
side has a generous juice
groove for catching drips
when cutting meat and
other juicy foods.

Fledge Bamboo was
designed to be your
everyday board. It is kind
to your knives and has
non-slip rubber feet on
both sides.

Fledge Bamboo is made
from tri-ply sustainable
bamboo and is specially
designed to not warp or
crack in the dishwasher.

Dishwasher safe.

DFFL4786 Fledge Bamboo

Fledge Bamboo
Length: 25cm / 10” | Width: 18cm / 7” | Weight: 0.392kg / 0.86lb

DFFL4793 Big Fledge Bamboo

Big Fledge Bamboo
Length: 36cm / 14” | Width: 25cm / 10” | Weight: 0.815kg / 1.8lb
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NEW

is a Fledge Bamboo and Big Fledge Bamboo in a slimline stand
that has a reusable sticky-pad base so it can’t be knocked over.

Catch it on the flip side.

Get into the groove.

Fully fledged.

Double-edged board.

Fledge Bamboo has flexible
edges that flip up to turn it
into a tray and stop food
falling off the sides, which
makes it perfect for
transporting food or serving.

Fledge Bamboo’s carving
side has a generous juice
groove for catching drips
when cutting meat and
other juicy foods.

Fledge Bamboo was
designed to be your
everyday board. It is kind
to your knives and has
non-slip rubber feet on
both sides.

Fledge Bamboo is made
from sustainable sources
and is specially designed
to not warp or crack in the
dishwasher.

Dishwasher safe.
Fledge Bamboo
Length: 25cm / 10” | Width: 18cm / 7” | Weight: 0.392kg / 0.86lb
Big Fledge Bamboo
Length: 36cm / 14” | Width: 25cm / 10” | Weight: 0.815kg / 1.8lb
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DFFL4779

Set of Fledge Bamboo

is a flexible food saver that covers
cut food and keeps it fresh.

As fresh as it gets.

Saves a little or a lot.

Strapped in and held on tight.

The key is transparency.

Savel keeps leftover food
fresher for longer by covering
and sealing the cut surfaces.

Savel’s unique design bends
to cover and save wedges,
halves, or even food with
a wedge cut out.

Silicone strap stretches to
hold cut food firmly on the
food-safe base, sealing it from
air exposure.

Savel’s transparent base
allows you to monitor your
food without unsealing it,
making it perfect for avocado.

Dishwasher safe.
Length 14.7cm / 5.8”
Width 10.5cm / 4.1”
Weight: 0.03kg / 0.08lb
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DFSA6735 Clear / Green

are non-slip chopping board feet that raise your
chopping board so you can flip it and use both sides.

Raise the board.

It’s black and white.

One size fits all.

Get a grip.

Chobs lift your chopping
board so you can use both
sides of one board, leaving
you less to wash up and
your benches clean.

Coloured icons let you know
which side of your board to
use for meat or vegetables,
keeping surfaces hygienic.

Chobs expand to fit onto
almost any thickness of
chopping board.

Chobs grip to make your
chopping board non-slip.

Dishwasher safe.
Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Length: 2.5cm / 0.98”
Weight: 0.01kg / 0.02lb per Chob
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DFCB4526 Meat Black + Veg White

NEW

is an everyday knife that cuts, spreads,
and will never rust in the dishwasher.

No rust. No fuss.

A spread of its time.

A cover like no other.

Avo go at this.

Kneed titanized stainless steel
blade is dishwasher safe, will
never rust, and has no coating
that will chip or flake off.

Rounded top edge of blade
spreads without tearing up
bread and scrapes every last
bit from plastic containers
without scratching them.

Wide-mouth sheath creates
a built-in plastic wrap cutter,
protects the blade in your
kitchen drawers, and lets you
safely take Kneed on picnics.

Kneed is the perfect avocado
tool. Cut your avocado open
and remove the pit with the
sharp side of Kneed, flip it over
and use the spreading side to
slice, scoop, and spread.

Dishwasher safe.

DFKD5103 Open Stock CDU

Length: 23.2cm / 9.1”

DFKD5110

Black

Width: 3.5cm / 1.4”

DFKD5127

Red

Weight: 0.057kg / 0.13lb
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is a compact knock box that bangs out
your coffee grounds.

Big Grindenstèin 13.5cm / 5.3” diameter

Grindenstèin 11cm / 4.3” diameter

Small but mighty.

Truly solid.

Quiet achiever.

Start recycling.

Designed to be stored on the
espresso machine’s drip tray,
the unique height reduces
clutter and fits easily in the
dishwasher.

Grindenstèin’s patented
shock-absorbing design and
solid steel core make it truly
impossible to break.

Thick and durable rubber
sleeve protects the group
handle, absorbs the striking
force, and makes it quiet to use.

Includes an information
booklet filled with great ideas
on how to recycle the collected
coffee grounds as a fantastic
natural fertilizer for the garden.

Dishwasher safe.

DFGR1181

Grindenstèin Height: 10cm / 4” | Diameter: 11cm / 4.3”
Weight: 0.24kg / 0.53lb

DFGR1280 Red

Big Grindenstèin Height: 12.5cm / 4.9” | Diameter: 13.5cm / 5.3”
Weight: 0.41kg / 0.9lb
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Black

DFGR1686 Grey
DFGR1785

Big Grindenstèin (Black)

is an adjustable scoop that scrapes level
for a consistent and accurate measure.

Measures: ml, fl oz, tbsp

Push the big red button.

Set and forget measuring.

Coffee lovers go all in.

Your daily dose.

Levoop’s button slides
forward to scrape off excess
ingredients and gives you an
accurate and level measure.

Levoop’s scoop base
adjusts smoothly and
securely to set the desired
volume and reproduce
consistent measurements.

Perfect for coffee, Levoop’s
scraper ring acts as a funnel to
direct all the measured coffee
grounds into your espresso
machine’s portafilter.

Levoop can be set to measure
between 17.5ml and 46.7ml,
equating to a 7g single shot
of fine grind and a 14g double
shot of coarse grind coffee.

Dishwasher safe.
Length: 21cm / 8.3”
Width: 6cm / 2.4”
Weight: 0.04kg / 0.09lb
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DFLV2522

Red

is a tea infuser that squeezes to make tea
faster and stands up without any drips.

Tea in no time.

On stand dry.

Go in for the fill.

In good hands.

Brew your tea faster by
squeezing Teafu’s flexible
silicone pod, forcing water
to circulate through your tea
leaves and extract the flavour.

Teafu’s flexible silicone pod
allows you to squeeze every
last drop of tea into your cup,
then stand it up drip-free on
your counter.

Teafu springs open flat,
just like a spoon, so you can
scoop with it and fill it with
your favourite tea.

Designed to comfortably
fit in your hand, Teafu’s
ergonomic handle makes it
easy to squeeze and infuse
your tea quickly.

DFTE8234 Red

Dishwasher safe.
Premium-grade silicone is heat resistant to 260°C / 500°F.
Height: 17cm / 6.7˝
Weight: 0.067kg / 0.15lb
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scoop
scoop squeeze
squeeze
ze stand
stand

scoop
scoop squeeze
squeeze
ze stand
stand

DFTE8241

Green

is a tap attachment that fits onto your tap
and squeezes to create a drink fountain.

Fountains of fun.

No muss, no fuss.

Create a fun and convenient
Hygienically drink or rinse
drink fountain from your tap
your mouth straight from
by simply squeezing your Tapi. your tap without worrying
about dirty hands or cups.

A tasty drop.

Fits almost any tap.

Water-safe rubber will never
affect or change the taste
of your water.

Tapi fits onto almost any
tap with a straight spout.

Dishwasher safe.

DFTA8548 Grey
ﬂip

bang

recycle

press

scrape

tap

squeeze

spread

cut

eject

ﬂip

hangbang

recycle
hold

hook press

scrape

bump
spill
scoop no squeeze

stand tap

squeeze

half
scoop

level spread

eject

ﬂip

hang
bang

hold
recycle

hook press

scrape

eject

scoop no spill
squeeze
bump

stand tap

squeeze

fountain

scoop
half

level spread

cut

wrap

hang

hold

hook

Water-safe rubber.
Length: 6.3cm / 2.48”
Weight: 0.01kg / 0.03lb
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DFTA8555 Red
stick

bump

wedge out

half

no spill

wedge left

fountainstick

wrapwedge out

wedge
squeezeleft

cut

fountainstick

wrapwedge out

squeezeleft
wedge

scoop

scoop

squeeze

squeeze

stand

level

DFTA8579 Dreamfarm Blue

is a toilet brush that spins dry and clean,
and hygienically never drips.

Goodbye drip-dry.

A pinch to move.

No drips. No spills.

Long live the king of spin.

A squeeze of Spindry’s
handle spins the brush head
to quickly dry the bristles,
remove trapped particles,
and allow drip-free
replacement into its canister.

Spindry’s canister can be
gripped and moved by
squeezing the brush handle
so the canister never needs
to be touched.

The slimline canister
features a weighted base
for stability, making it
harder to knock over.

Replacement brush heads
are available and easily
changed over.

Dishwasher safe. But as if you would.
Height: 42.5cm / 16.7”
Width: 10.5cm / 4.1”
Weight: 0.45kg / 0.99lb
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DFSY8326 White

is a suction hook that sticks on anywhere,
to hold anything.

101 uses. Stuck it and see.

Designed to suck. And stick.

A weight off your mind.

A trick worth jotting down.

Jot is the hang-it-all suction
hook with countless uses.
It sucks or sticks on to hold,
hang, or hook just about
anything, anywhere.

Jot works best on shiny
surfaces like glass or tiles.
To use Jot on rough surfaces,
suction it to the disc provided
and use the tape on the disc
to stick your Jot anywhere.

Time, surface texture, and
cleanliness affect how much
weight Jot can hold but we’ve
tested Jots on mirrors holding
over 450g / 1.0lb and they
have stuck for years.

Jot is made from PVC, which
has a memory. If it becomes
flat after being stuck down for
a long time, a few minutes in
hot water will return Jot to its
original suction cup shape.

Make sure the suction cup is clean before sticking it to a

DFJO8036 Clear – 4 pack

smooth, flat surface. Clean by wiping it with damp cloth.

DFJO8043 Black – 4 pack

Length: 4.5cm / 1.8”
Width: 2.9cm / 1.1”
Weight: 0.01kg / 0.02lb
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DFJO8050 White – 4 pack

is a note holder that neatly holds onto the papers
you push in, and lets go of the papers you pull out.

Catch and release.

Unmarked territory.

Spark joy.

Perfectly placed.

Gripet’s quick grip and
release system allows you
to insert and remove up
to 3mm of notes swiftly
and easily.

Gripet leaves notes unmarked
by securing them with friction
and gravity instead of glue,
pins, tape, clips, or magnets.

Gripet keeps notes, memos,
photos, bills, and bulletins
together and organised.

Gripet is great for fridge doors,
filing cabinets, offices, in the
home, or anywhere you keep
your notes.

Magnetic and adhesive mounts included.
For use on flat surfaces only.
Clean Gripet by wiping with damp cloth.
Length: 40cm / 16”
Weight: 0.43kg / 0.95lb
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DFGP4014 Silver

DFCB4526
Meat Black + Veg White
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3710
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3727
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3741
Orange
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3772
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU8609
Classic Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3789
Purple
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3703
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 24

DFCU3734
Open Stock Jar
Pack Quantity: 24

DFCU3758
Yellow
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3765
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCL1518
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU8623
Grey
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFL4601
Black – 10” x 7”
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFL4700
Black – 14” x 10”
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFL4670
Set of Fledge
Pack Quantity: 2 x

DFFL4786
Bamboo – 10” x 7”
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFL4793
Bamboo – 14” x 10”
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFL4779
Set of Fledge Bamboo
Pack Quantity: 2 x

DFFK5714
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFFK5721
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU8616
White
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3819
Stainless Steel
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCU3918
Black – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x
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DFCU3925
Red – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFCU3956
Green – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFCU3963
Dreamfarm Blue – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFCL0917
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCL0924
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCL1211
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFCL1228
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFGA5516
Black
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFGA5608
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 12

DFKD5103
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 18

DFGA5523
Red
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFGA5615
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5189
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 18 x

DFGA5622
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5202
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 18

DFGP4014
Silver
Pack Quantity: 6 x
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DFGR1181
Black
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFGR1280
Red
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFGR1686
Grey
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFJO8036
Clear
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFJO8043
Black
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFJO8050
White
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFGR1785
Black
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFLV2225
Clear / Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFLV2430
Clear / Red
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFKD5110
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKD5127
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5196
Beechwood
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5219
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5226
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFLV2522
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFKB5233
Yellow
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFOL7077
Open Stock CDU
BPA-free Plastic Jar
Pack Quantity: 24 x

DFOL7053
Glass Jar
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFOR7107
Tester Display Unit
Pack Quantity: 1

DFOR7114
Ortwo
Pack Quantity: 4

DFOR7121
Ortwo + one extra jar
Pack Quantity: 4

DFOR7190
Ortwo Jar (Glass)
Pack Quantity: 12

DFOR7206
Tester Display Unit
Pack Quantity: 1

DFOR7213
Ortwo Lite
Pack Quantity: 4

DFOR7220
Ortwo Lite + one extra jar
Pack Quantity: 4

DFOR7299
Ortwo Lite Jar (Plastic)
Pack Quantity: 12

DFSB5325
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSB5349
Party Mixed Colours
Pack Quantity: 4

DFSA6735
Clear / Green
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFSC2010
Black
Pack Quantity: 6 x
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DFSM3017
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSC2027
Red
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFSM3109
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 9

DFSM3024
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSM3116
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSM3123
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4229
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4267
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4274
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4328
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4366
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSD4373
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSP3307
Green + White
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSY8326
White
Pack Quantity: 4 x
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DFSU2607
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 24

DFSU2638
Open Stock Jar
Pack Quantity: 24

DFSU2645
Orange
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2652
Yellow
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2669
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2683
Purple
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8715
White
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8722
Grey
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2812
Black – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2829
Red – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2850
Green – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2744
Open Stock CDU
Pack Quantity: 36

DFSU2737
Open Stock Jar
Pack Quantity: 36

DFSU2614
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2621
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2782
Orange
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2799
Yellow
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2768
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2676
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8708
Classic Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2805
Purple
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8814
White
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8821
Grey
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2911
Black – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2928
Red – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2959
Green – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2966
Dreamfarm Blue – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFTA8548
Grey
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFTA8555
Red
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFTA8579
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 6 x

DFTE8234
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFTE8241
Green
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2867
Dreamfarm Blue – Bulk
Pack Quantity: 8 x

DFSU2713
Black
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2720
Red
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU2775
Dreamfarm Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

DFSU8807
Classic Blue
Pack Quantity: 4 x

Dreamfarm Video Player
Meet the world’s greatest salesperson – your
new Dreamfarm Video Player. Proven to triple
sales, press play and watch the sales pour in.

i
FUTURE-PROOF ANDROID APP

Our video player app is easy to use and
will automatically update with new videos
so you’ll get years of sales out of it.

i

We love sharing the Dreamfarm story on Facebook and Instagram, and with over 72,000 followers
on Facebook and over 20,000 on Instagram we are connecting with thousands of people everyday.
Are you looking for social media content? Well, follow us today to see and share all our amazing
images and videos. Don’t forget #dreamfarm so we can share the love too!

READY TO GO OUT OF THE BOX

Dreamfarm Video Players are preloaded
with all Dreamfarm videos. Plug it in, create
your playlist and watch the sales roll in.
CREATE NEW VIDEO LOOPS IN SECONDS

Play one video or many in an infinite loop.
Simply tap to select the products you want
to promote and hit ‘play videos in a loop’.

Dreamfarm

i

Dreamfarm

i

dreamfarmmovies

i

ﬂ

Would you like digital copies of our images or videos to help you promote our range? Head to
dreamfarm.com/images and you will find all our high-res images in an easy to download format.

EASY TO POWER

Every video player comes with a 5 metre /
15 foot power cord to make it easy to connect
to the closest power outlet.

Press and PR
Please email pr@dreamfarm.com for all press, public relations or blogger enquiries,
and our team will get back to you.

Our Open Stock CDUs and Jars mean that your customers can see and experience
our products, and you can enjoy maximum sales with minimum space.

Get in touch with us
For more information or to place an order please contact your local Dreamfarm office.
Dreamfarm
9 Amy Street
Albion, QLD 4010
Australia

Dreamfarm Inc
724 Whitney Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
USA

t (+61) 7 3369 0074
e sales@dreamfarm.com

t (415) 626 3333
f (415) 626 4444
e usa@dreamfarm.com

Chobs, Chopula, Chopula Steel, Clongs, BBQ Clongs, Fledge, Set of Fledge, Fledge Bamboo, Set of Fledge Bamboo, Flisk, Garject, Garject
Lite, Grindenstein, Big Grindenstein, Gripet, Jot, Kneed, Knibble, Knibble Lite, Levoons, Levoop, Levups, Oni, Onpot, Orlid, Orlid Lite, Ortwo,
Ortwo Lite, Orlid, Savel, Scizza, Set of the Best, Smood, Smood Lite, Spadle, Holey Spadle, Spina, Spindry, Spink, Supoon, Mini Supoon, Tapi,
Teafu and the Dreamfarm logo are trademarks and registered trademarks of The Dream Farm Pty Ltd, Australia. © Dreamfarm 2021
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